
April 6, 2019: 
BMGCA (Briarbrook Brookside Morgan’s Grant Community Association) 

Morgan’s Grant Hydro Corridor (MGHC): Community Consultation 
 
Community Meeting Background: 
 
The Briarbrook Brookside Morgan’s Grant Community Association (BMGCA) has been in discussions with the City 
of Ottawa, Ottawa Hydro, and Hydro One on the potential to create a universally accessible Morgan’s Grant 
community greenspace running the length of the hydro corridor from Terry Fox Drive to Old Carp Road.   
The object is to create a well-planned greenspace to serve needs of residents and visitors alongside those of the 
different municipal and commercial stakeholders involved.   
 
In the summer of 2018, the BMGCA took the first step of signing an invasive species removal agreement with the 
City of Ottawa.  A group of BMGCA volunteers removed substantial wild parsnip, poison ivy, and strangling dog 
weed vine from a test patch of hydro corridor between Terry Fox Drive and Brady Avenue.  This was done to 
weaken invasive plants in favour of a replacement crop of pollinator plants consisting of wild grasses and meadow 
flowers to choke out invasive species and attract pollinator bees and songbirds.   
 
The BMGCA goal for the summer of 2019 is to consolidate last year’s hydro corridor test patch while expanding the 
scope of the invasive-free meadow with support from both the City of Ottawa and Hydro One.  More information 
on the work done date by the BMGCA with guidance from the Ottawa Stewardship Council (OSC) can be found on 
the community association website: bmgcakanata.ca 
  
Community Meeting Objectives: 
 
As talks continue with the City and Hydro One on the maintenance and future uses of the proposed Morgan’s 
Grant greenspace, the BMGCA is asking for interested local residents to provide their thoughts and concerns on 
potential uses of the space.  Hydro One has operational requirements to ensure consumer continuity of power 
across its grid that must be respected in the final landscape design.  In all other respects, the Morgan’s Grant 
Hydro Corridor is a blank slate.  All ideas are welcome, all concerns will be noted.   
 
This session is the first of an ongoing, iterative dialogue between residents and stakeholders.  The results will be 
reviewed, critiqued, and discussed at future community meetings until a reasonable consensus can be achieved.  
Wonderful examples of successful community greenspace creation can be found elsewhere across Ontario and 
throughout North America.  The BMGCA and its project supporters look forward to adding to that list here in 
Kanata North with appropriate guidance from friends and neighbors.   
 
BMGCA - MGHC Community Meeting: Introductory Comments 
 
The moderator from the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) provided introductory initial comments on the wide 
variety of possibilities the hydro corridor revitalization holds for the Morgan’s Grant community.     
 
Ottawa Stewardship Council (OSC) Comments: 
 
The Ottawa Stewardship Council (OSC) noted that the Morgan’s Grant hydro corridor is City of Ottawa property 
that Hydro One has a registered easement on title that prioritizes its right to access its power network 
infrastructure over all other permitted uses.  This requires that any planning by the local community with the City 
of Ottawa must understand and factor Hydro’s requirements into the landscape architecture plan.   
 
Former councillor Marianne Wilkinson concurred.  She noted that stricter North American utility regulations 
guaranteeing continuity-of- power carry heavy penalties in the event of preventable outages.  This means natural 
landscape providing unhindered access to utility power infrastructure is a priority for all public green space use 
planning.  This prompted a local resident to question the sense of collecting ideas for the MGHC without first 



knowing what liability insurances are in place to cover the uses permitted by Hydro One.  The OSC noted that City 
green space development responds to public needs and wants.  The MGHC development plan will be developed 
iteratively.  The BMGCA has convened the local community consultation to identify community ideas and interests.  
These will be consolidated and presented to the City and Hydro One.  Once underway, Hydro One will participate 
in the green space planning to ensure their mission-critical hydro corridor maintenance and network access needs 
are protected.  City of Ottawa as landowner has legal responsibility for the landscape design and green space 
maintenance plan.  The audience noted that there are other groomed park uses under hydro wires elsewhere in 
Ottawa, including in Beaverbrook at Steacie Drive off March Road and Teron.  The moderator then invited Kanata 
Beaverbrook Community Association (KBCA) President Neil Thomson to comment on his expectations for working 
with Hydro One given the recent changes in senior management and Board of Directors.  He felt the impact of the 
CEO’s firing by Ontario provincial government and related board changes will become clearer in June when more 
work is scheduled for the Beaverbrook hydro corridor.  He cautioned the group that, given provincial control of the 
utility, a high rate of management turn-over, and progressively stricter transmission tower safety zone standards, 
the Hydro One relationship management is a growing and continuously evolving challenge for the KBCA and its 
fellow Kanata community associations.   
 
City of Ottawa - Planning, Infrastructure, and Economic Development Department Comments: 
 
The Ottawa planning representative noted that, in the absence of a colleague from City Parks and Operations, he 
cannot speak for Parks and Recreation.  His comments are based solely on his own recent experience, as follow: 
 
On Natural Systems versus Rural Affairs; 
In any discussion about maintaining public paths, the City will retain/maintain pathways (paved paths are more 
robust than crushed gravel paths that are subject to wash-out) but there is NO commitment to undertaking a 
HIGHER maintenance standard.  There is no additional bureaucratic or political will to adopt or commit to a higher 
pathway maintenance standard.  If asked, the City will do its best to provide whatever service is requested on an 
as-available, if-time-and-resources-become-available, basis.  The City can go in on a 1-time basis if time and 
resources allow.  The City is more likely to go in on that 1-time basis to set-up and establish a habitat that will then 
be supported by volunteers.  However, there is no funding or appetite to take on new maintenance duties and 
ongoing obligations. 
 
On the Hydro One ‘Duty of Care and Public Safety’ Concerns: 
There is an increasingly more restrictive standard of preventative safety along their transmission corridors.  There 
is no appetite for installing playing fields, soccer pitches, enclosed dog parks, or any recreational infrastructure that 
requires expensive equipment and is labor-intensive to maintain.   
There are still unanswered public safety concerns over minor electro-magnetic ‘shocks’ that when experienced 
raise public awareness and concerns when using playing fields that are sited under electricity transmission towers. 
 
On the BMGCA need to facilitate a clear local consensus for the future MGHC community green space: 
While the MGHC space IS NOT a natural environment, what would residents want from a more naturalized 
environment?   
While the MGHC space IS a partially managed environment, what would residents prefer from a socio/ecologically 
managed environment? 
These are the type of questions that local residents must debate amongst themselves in order to achieve the 
strong consensus required to win long-term popular support to maintain the MGHC as community green space. 
 
On Priority Considerations: 
 

Sustainable 
Naturalized meadow with native pollinating plants supporting butterflies, bees and grassland birds; 
Support compatibility by aligning with the local resident proposed uses; 
 
 



Options  
Support wildlife and naturalized meadow along with community amenities; 
 

 Children and resident uses consistent with development as a wildlife corridor; 
 
Privacy border on both sides: managed natural vegetation could increase privacy and help control 
noxious weeds such as Wild Parsnip & Poison Ivy;  
 
Grass-cutting encourages Wild Parsnip and other invasive species to expand because it does not choke 
them out by out-competing and displacing them; certain grass mixes will help choke Wild Parsnip out; 
Community uses should focus on breaking 2-3-year propagation cycle of invasive species: Wild Parsnip, 
and Poison Ivy;  

 
Constraints: 
Long-term commitment: community volunteer time and scarce resources; 
Soil type: bedrock and soil mixed through the corridor;  

 
 Prairie grassland: various examples of sustainable local mixed-use native pollinating plants 
 -diversity of habitat allows for increased numbers of: pollinators, song birds, small mammals, reptiles; 
 -transiting species (deer, coyote, Fishers, similar) will not likely access; 
 -birds, small mammals, pollinators will be beneficiaries to well-designed greenspace; 
 

Wetland habitat: deepen and broaden existing ponds and water courses; 
 
On New Official Plan:  

Increased emphasis on ‘community stewardship’; 
Waste Management: enhanced community garbage pick-up; 
Stoop-and-Scoop: dog waste sealed ‘black bins’ 

 
Q&A:  
Environmental Baseline of the MGHC:  
Once the Environmental Baseline is established, it will be possible to create a custom Kanata North green space 
plan versus simply replicating something from elsewhere; 
 
On Native Plant and Pollinator Species versus Invasive and Noxious Plants:  
Can a Spring Hydro Corridor clean-up, including the removal of burrs and invasive species (Wild Parsnip) ‘knock-
back’ their re-seeding.  Is it possible to ‘knock-back’ unwelcome invasive plants during May-July ‘seeding’ period? 
 
Ottawa:  
Many native grasses ‘outcompete’ invasive species, choking them out over biennial growth cycle; 
Burrs are unfriendly to dogs; off-leash dogs can kill ground-nesting birds; 
Domestic cats hunting at night are single biggest threat to ground-nesting song bird populations; 
 
OSC:  
A number of City departments deal with the various Environmental Baseline issues.  The suggestion is to deal with 
Councillor Sudds as the central ‘Point of Liaison’ with the various City of Ottawa departments.  Her office will help 
to prioritize responses from the various departments responsible. 

 
MGHC Environmental Baseline ‘Process Planning’: 

 -History; Energy; Drainage; Natural Infrastructure; Space-shaping;  
 -Carleton U: series of projects: -history of soil (‘dirt’); plantings; pollinators; 
 -Carleton U: reports are available; institutional memory; historic area photos: 1976-present; 
 -soil depth: wet/dry conditions; feasible long-term uses; how much soil; soil ‘hazard’; 



 -P4: ‘active’ invasive removal; healthier ecosystem (tick-borne Lyme Disease);  
 -In aid of eco-system ‘balance’; 
 -bat house installation: natural predator solution to mosquito problem; 
 
Ottawa: 

First question: ‘What is there’? 
 -Step 1: ‘Hard to make things worse’: the space as currently exists is dysfunctional. 
 
OSC:  

The MGHC an become a viable community Urban Green Space; 
 
Moderator: 
 Clearly there are a number of communities:  

-Neighboring home owners;  
-Residents living in close proximity;  
-Visitors from outside the adjacent neighborhoods; 

 Balance sustainable space with community uses; 
 In turn, fit with natural and wildlife uses; 
 
Ottawa:  

Organize: ‘Vision’ and ‘Use Options’:  
Resources available if you contact and involve right organizations 

  -Ottawa Stewardship Council (OSC) 
  -Ottawa Landscape Architects (OLA) 
 
Ottawa:   

City reaction to community association or resident proposals: 
  -What does this proposal mean for City human resources; budget expenses; insured risk? 
  -What are the legal liabilities, and how are they being managed and insured against? 
  -Is there a third party capable organization that will be taking on the insured risk? 
  -What medium- and long-term investment stems from the short-term investment? 
  -Otherwise, City is open to creative new ideas and partnerships; 
 
Attendee comment:   
 Ottawa: stated intent to become a ‘Bee City’: ‘Pollinator’ Nature Series at Franklin Place, Nepean; 
 Pathways for biking: what is the City’s attitude toward gravel bike paths versus paved? 
 
Ottawa:  
  Gravel is more vulnerable to washing away than pavement; 
  -However, stone dust paths laid in Old Ottawa South became snapping turtle nesting habitat; 
  -City of Ottawa CAN be flexible on the material used based on SPECIFIC site characteristics; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Break-out Session: participants’ conceptual ideas and suggested uses:   
 
Table 1: More ‘Practical’: Family Group  
 
() Recreational facilities:  
 -Tennis courts;  
 -Soccer fields;  
 -Bike paths: wider dedicated walking and two-way bike lanes; 
 -Dedicated ‘Young Cyclist’ parks  
 
() Outdoor amenities: 
 -Community garden; seating areas (benches or natural materials); dog dropping bins;  
 -Compost pit near community garden;  
 -School educational space (elementary, secondary, post-secondary);   
 -Dog park: enclosed dog park and off-leash areas; 
 -Natural grasses with mature shrubs;  
 -Landscaped feature gardens at pathway cross-street entry and exit points and boundaries;   
 
() User safety enhancements: 
 -Lighting: solar-panel powered street lights; pathway lights mounted on transmission towers;  
 
() Identified off-limits ‘no-go’ areas 
 
 
Table 1:  Reader comment and further feedback: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Break-out Session: participants’ conceptual ideas and suggested uses:   
 
Table 2: More ‘Visionary’: Ranger Group 
 
()  Naturalized Recreation 
 
()  No soccer fields 
 
()  Multi-purpose: 
 -benches; 
 -fitness stations; 
 -walker use; 
 -more use = safer space 
 
()  Safety is huge resident concern; the more used the space, the safer the space and neighborhood 
 
() Privacy is gone 
 
()  Balance privacy with community activity 
 
()  Natural privacy barriers 
 
()  Community Partners: the more the better 
 () school councils 
 () Junior Earth Rangers 
 
() Dogs: feces littered 
 Dog walkers: accessibility 
 Poop-and-scoop stations 
 Bancroft: dedicated (?) 
 
 
Table 2:  Reader comment and further feedback: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Break-out Session: participants’ conceptual ideas and suggested uses:   
 
Table 3:  More ‘Out-there’: Stormer Group 
 
() Benches: seating; 
 ()   Memorial 
 () Natural 
 
() Corridor: work done 18 months ago is inadequate and needs to be started from scratch 
 
() Tilled space: done in phases 
 
() Visually appealing: Hunt Club between Greenbank and Merivale 
 
() Visually appealing: simple, sustainable, inventory area for similar locally and provincially 
 
() Expertise: OSC 
 Bee Pollinator Habitat: beautiful and practical 
 
 
Table 3:  Reader comment and further feedback: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Moderator: Closing Comments:  
 

 Ottawa: Age-friendly city; 
Fitness is a key concern for all ages; 

 Older Adult fitness area: one of many, many different options to consider; 
 
 Resources:  CEPTEC (Jane Jacobs originally involved) 
   Ottawa Police Services: community security review 
 
 Commuter bike transit corridor: badly needed in light of congestion 
 High school community: student community service hours to satisfy graduation requirement 
 
 
Follow-up Resources:  
 
Local resident Jeff Rolland: landscape architect and long-time resident who can serve as a ‘pathway’ into Canadian 
Landscape Architecture Society; 
 
Site Plan and budgeting: plantings 
 () resident input and approval 
 () City/Hydro One 
 () Audience approval 
 
This community consultation is the first of an ongoing effort by the BMGCA to gauge the interest of local residents 
and businesses in the potential for creating a welcoming and inclusive community green space of the Morgan’s 
Grant Hydro Corridor. 
 

Please send your comments, feedback and further suggestions to the attention of the BMGCA at: 
 

info@bmgcakanata.ca 
 
On behalf of the executive members of the Briarbrook Brookside Morgan’s Grant Community Association, we look 
forward to hearing from you.  Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 1: 
 

AGENDA 

COMMUNITY MEETING 

MORGAN’S GRANT HYDRO CORRIDOR 

COMMUNITY GREEN SPACE 

REVITALIZATION 

RICHCRAFT RECREATION COMPLEX KANATA 

APRIL 6, 2019 10AM -1PM 

 

Welcome and Introduction of the Facilitator   Micheline Dumont, President BMGCA  
 
Objectives of the Day       Glenn Miller, Moderator 
 
Review of:  
Morgan’s Grant Hydro Corridor (MGHC) project background  Bob McFetridge 
        Ottawa Stewardship Council 
 
The Morgan’s Grant hydro corridor landscape    Nick Stow,  

City of Ottawa, Planning Department 
 
Participant Break-out Discussion    Table Leads – 

BMHCA Executive 
 
Participant Feedback and Group Discussion    Glenn Miller 
 
MGHC community consultation follow-up and next steps Glenn Miller with BMGCA Executive  
 
Closing Remarks       Jeff Champagne, BMGCA Executive 
 
 
 


